Fetal pulse oximetry.
Fetal pulse oximetry provides a tool for the surveillance of the fetus at risk of hypoxia. The experience of 150 deliveries monitored by pulse oximetry and the analysis of data may allow preliminary recommendations for clinical use in cases of suspected fetal hypoxia based on a suspicious FHR. In most cases, saturation values above 33% suggest fetal well-being. Further fetal evaluation, for example by fetal blood samples or other means, is necessary to assess alterations of FHR pattern or decreases in saturation values. Pulse oximetry may allow a differentiation between cases that need further evaluation, such as scalp blood sampling, and those which do not. The number of repeated assessments may be reduced as long as the oxygen saturation and FHR pattern do not worsen. The effect of therapeutic measures on fetal oxygenation can be directly observed. The positive preliminary experiences with fetal pulse oximetry predominate even if high expectations of easy detection of fetal hypoxia have so far not been fulfilled.